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Foundation Actionscript 3.0 Animation: Making Things Move!Friends of Ed, 2007
In this book, you'll learn
	All the ActionScript 3.0 (including math and trigonometry functions) and Flash rendering techniques you'll need to start animating with code
	Basic motion principles such as velocity, acceleration, friction, easing, and bouncing
	How to handle user interaction via the keyboard and...
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Barriers and Biases in Computer-Mediated Knowledge Communication: And How They May Be OvercomeSpringer, 2005
This books deals with computer-mediated cooperation and communication scenarios in teaching and learning situations, leisure activities (e.g. laypersons looking for expert information on the internet), and net-based communication at work. Such scenarios will become increasingly important. But the successful use of such computer-mediated settings is...
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Government Data Centers: Meeting Increasing DemandsNational Academy Press, 2003
As repositories of the nation’s environmental data, U.S. government data centers are constantly evolving. The data they collect, disseminate, and archive are critical to assessing the state of the earth and our effect on it. As the data record grows, so does our understanding of the environment. However, because of the increasing amount and...
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eBay Listings That Sell For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2006
Discover the tricks top sellers use to grab attention   

   

   Create your own unique eBay selling pages with time-tested techniques   

   So you know your way around eBay, but you're not getting the highest bids for your items? Maybe your listings need a makeover! Here are all the...
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Global E-government Readiness Report 2005: From E-government to E-inclusionUnited Nations Publications, 2006
In reaffirming the vision of a peaceful, prosperous and just world, leaders at the United Nations World Summit in 2005 outlined a vision of ‘…building a people-centred and inclusive information society, putting the potential of information and communication technologies at the service of development and addressing new challenges of the...
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Geometric Fundamentals of Robotics (Monographs in Computer Science)Springer, 2004
Geometric Fundamentals of Robotics provides an elegant introduction to the geometric concepts that are important to applications in robotics. This second edition is still unique in providing a deep understanding of the subject: rather than focusing on computational results in kinematics and robotics, it includes significant state-of-the...
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Deploying Cisco Wide Area Application Services (Networking Technology)Cisco Press, 2008
Design and deploy Cisco WAN optimization and application acceleration solutions for the enterprise WAN

Today, IT organizations are increasingly squeezed by competing demands. They must support more distributed users who demand greater availability and performance. They must protect their digital assets...
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Demystifying the Ipsec Puzzle (Artech House Computer Security Series)Artech House Publishers, 2001
Now that the Internet has blossomed into the "Information Superhighway," with its traffic (and drivers) becoming increasingly diverse, security has emerged as a primary concern. This innovative new book offers you a global, integrated approach to providing Internet Security at the network layer. You get a detailed presentation of the...
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Bounce, Tumble, and Splash!: Simulating the Physical World with Blender 3DSybex, 2008
Learn all about Blender, the premier open-source 3D software, in Bounce, Tumble, and Splash!: Simulating the Physical World with Blender 3D. You will find step-by-step instructions for using Blender’s complex features and full-color visual examples with detailed descriptions of the processes. If you’re an advanced...
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Founders at Work: Stories of Startups' Early Days (Recipes: a Problem-Solution Ap)Apress, 2008
Sprinters apparently reach their highest speed right out of the blocks, and spend the rest of the race slowing down. The winners slow down the least. It’s that way with most startups too. The earliest phase is usually the most productive. That’s when they have the really big ideas. Imagine what Apple was like when 100 percent of its...
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Visual Design for the Modern WebNew Riders Publishing, 2007
Just as great artists must understand their tools, great Web designers must understand the technology behind their art. In Visual Design for the Web, author Penny McIntire shows novice Web designers how to use their tools--including HTML, CSS, and JavaScript--in conjunction with the principles of aesthetics and usability to become masters of their...
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Viruses and Nanotechnology (Current Topics in Microbiology and Immunology)Springer, 2008
Viral nanoparticles (VNPs) serve as excellent nanobuilding blocks for materials design and fabrication. The main advantages are their nanometer-range size, the propensity to self-assemble into monodisperse nanoparticles of discrete shape and size, the high degree of symmetry and polyvalency, the relative ease of producing large quantities, the...
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